Abstract-We consider a class of single-source multicast discrete memoryless tree networks in which the root node is the source, each parent node in the graph has at most one noisy child node and any number of noiseless child nodes, and subsets of leaf nodes are destinations. For this class of multicast tree networks, lower and upper bounds on the capacity are presented and these two bounds are shown to meet when each set of nodes forming a destination is included in a disjoint subtree. Our result generalizes our previous work on the single-destination case, in which a combination of decode-forward (DF) and compress-forward (CF) at noisy relays is shown to be optimal. For generalization to multicast, we develop a robust coding scheme where codebook constructions and relay operations are independent for each node and do not depend on the network topology.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discrete memoryless relay network model in which a relay helps the communication between the source and the destination was introduced by van der Meulen in [1] , [2] . The complete capacity characterization of relay networks would be a key step towards finding the capacities of larger networks, yet single-letter capacity characterization is available only for some limited cases. Two fundamental coding strategies for relay networks are decode-forward (DF) and compressforward (CF) developed by Cover and El Gamal [3] . In DF, the relay decodes the message from its received block and forwards it to the destination. This strategy achieves the capacity for physically degraded relay channels [3] . On the other hand, in CF, the relay compresses its received block without decoding and sends the compressed information to the destination. This strategy is optimal for some cases [4] , [5] .
A potentially better strategy is the combination of DF and CF [3] , i.e., decode as much as possible and compress the residual information. The class of diamond networks in [6] is the first example where such a strategy was shown to be optimal. The reason why it can be optimal for such diamond networks was discussed in [7] . Recently, the optimality of a combination of DF and CF was proved for a class of tree networks with an arbitrary number of nodes [8] . This is the first to show the optimality of the combination of DF and CF for a non-trivial class of noisy networks with an arbitrary number of nodes. In this class, the network is assumed to have a tree topology where the root node is the source, each parent node in the graph has at most one noisy child node and any number of noiseless child nodes, and the set of leaf nodes is the destination, which includes the class of diamond networks considered in [6] as a special case. For achievablity, a coding scheme is constructed where each noisy relay employs a combination of DF and CF and each noiseless relay performs a random binning. The converse proof involves a recursion exploiting the tree topology [8] .
In this paper, the capacity result for the class of tree networks [8] is generalized to multicast, i.e., destinations are subsets of leaf nodes. For this class of multicast tree networks, lower and upper bounds on the capacity are presented and these two bounds are shown to meet when each set of nodes forming a destination is included in a disjoint subtree. A key ingredient of achievability is the robustness of the proposed coding scheme in the sense that codebook constructions and relay operations are independent for each node and do not depend on the network topology. In contrast, the codebook operations and relay operations of the coding scheme in [8] depend on the choice of destinations, which renders the generalization to multicast hard if not impossible. The upper bound in this paper is directly obtained from the converse proof in [8] .
We use the notation x j i for i < j to denote a row vector (x i , x i+1 , ...., x j ). For i = 1, we use x j as shorthand for x j 1 . x S for a set S denotes a row vector (x i : i ∈ S). According to the context, k sometimes denotes the single-element set {k} for notational convenience.
Here we follow the notion of ϵ-robustly typical sequence introduced in [9] . Let N x n (x) denote the number of occurrences of x ∈ X in the sequence x n . Then x n is said to be ϵ-robustly typical (or just typical) for ϵ > 0 if for every x ∈ X ,
The set of all ϵ-robustly typical x n is denoted as T X,ϵ , which is shortly denoted as T ϵ . Similarly, let N x n ,y n (x, y) denote the number of occurrences of (x, y) ∈ X × Y in the sequence (x n , y n ), then the sequence (x n , y n ) is said to be ϵ-robustly typical (or just typical) if
for every (x, y) ∈ X × Y. The set of all ϵ-robustly typical (x n , y n ) is denoted by T (X,Y ),ϵ or T ϵ in short. The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we discuss our model of multicast tree networks. For multicast tree networks, lower and upper bounds on the capacity and the conditions on the tightness of these two bounds are given in Section III. The lower and upper bounds are derived in Section IV and Section V, respectively. The conclusion of this paper is given in Section VI.
II. MODEL
A single-source multicast discrete memoryless relay network of N nodes
.., N } and a conditional probability distribution p (y 1 , ..., y N |x 1 , ..., x N ) , where x k ∈ X k and y k ∈ Y k . Let K denote the number of destinations. Let 1 and D d denote the source and the set of nodes that forms the d-th destination, respectively, and let
, an encoding function at the source
, and decoding functions at destinations
The source chooses an index w 1 uniformly from the set W 1 and sends
The average probability of error for a (2 nR , n) code is given as
A rate R is said to be achievable if there exists a sequence of (2 nR , n) codes such that P (n) e → 0 as n → ∞. The capacity is the supremum of all achievable rates.
Let us consider a class of single-source multicast discrete memoryless relay networks, called multicast tree networks, in which the probability distribution has the following form:
where p k is the parent node of node k and k is one of the child nodes of node p k . A child node is considered to be one level lower than its parent node. We call a node that has no parent node a root node and the node that has no child node a leaf node. Let L k for k ∈ [1, N ] denote the set of leaf nodes that branches out from node k. In this paper, we consider a certain class of multicast tree networks in which the root node is the source,
, and each parent node has at most one noisy child node and any number of noiseless child nodes, i.e., y k = x p k if k is a noiseless child node of node p k . We note that D does not need to be L 1 . Let n k and M k for k ∈ [1, N ] denote the noisy child node and the set of noiseless child nodes of node k, respectively. Let
the subtree of T that consists of node k and all of its descendants in T . See Fig. 1 . From now on, we only consider this class of multicast tree networks.
III. MAIN THEOREM
Let us present lower and upper bounds on the capacity of multicast tree networks.
Theorem 1: The capacity C of multicast tree networks is lower-and upper-bounded as (1) and (2), respectively, with cardinalities of alphabets such that
for k ∈ T . Here, the minimization is over all cuts Table I . Note that the lower and upper bounds in Theorem 1 meet for single-destination case. In the full version of this paper [10] , the achievability and converse for the single-destination case are first proved and then lower and upper bounds for the multicast case are proved extending the single-destination case. Here, we directly derive the lower and upper bounds for multicast in Theorem 1 in Section IV and Section V, respectively.
We can see that the lower and upper bounds in Theorem 1 meet when the maximizing distribution of 
is independent of destinations. The following theorem presents a class of such multicast tree net-
then the lower bound (1) and the upper bound (2) on the capacity of multicast tree networks meet.
The proof of Theorem 2 is in the full version of this paper [10] . Theorem 2 says that the lower and upper bounds meet when each set of nodes forming a destination is included in a disjoint subtree. For example, the lower and upper bounds for the tree network represented in Fig. 1 meet when destination 1 is the set of nodes 5, 6, and 13, destination 2 is node 8, and destination 3 is the set of nodes 14 and 15.
and a message set
, the message set W k of node k is defined as follows:
For k ∈ T , generate the codebook as follows:
• Consider a random mapping • Generate 2 nr k,a independent codewords u
The codebooks are revealed to all parties.
2) Encoding at the source: For a message w 1 ∈ W 1 , the source sends x n 1 (w 1 ).
3) Processing at noisy relays:
A noisy relay k ∈ T operates as follows:
• Seek for aṽ k such that (u
4) Processing at noiseless relays:
A noiseless relay k ∈ T operates as follows:
5) Decoding at destinations:
If k ∈ D is a noisy child node of p k , find aw k = (α p k ,ṽ k ) in the same way as at a noisy relay. If k ∈ D is a noiseless child node of p k , seek for ã w k = (α p k ,β p k ) in the same way as at a noiseless relay.
The d-th destination for d ∈ [1, K] decodes as follows:
thatŵ 1,d was sent. 6) Analysis of the probability of error: The probability of error is analyzed using the following notion of a supporting rate.
Definition 1: For our coding scheme, T k for k ∈ T is said to support a rate r k or have a supporting rate r k for destination
for sufficiently large n. 1 Note that the supporting rates of T k for destination d ∈ [1, K] are given by infinity and zero for k ∈ D d and k / ∈ G d , respectively. Ifw k for k ∈ T was sent from node k and T k supports a rate
nr k . As we can see from this, R < r 1 is achievable if T = T 1 supports a rate r 1 for all destinations. For sufficiently large n, we get the following upper bound on the average probability of error using our coding scheme given that T supports a rate r 1 for all destinations.
Note that (6) can be arbitrarily small for sufficiently small ϵ and sufficiently large n if R < r 1 − ϵ. Thus, R < r 1 is achievable. Now, let us derive a sufficient condition for a supporting rate r 1 for T for destination d ∈ [1, K] using the following lemma, whose proof is in the full version of this paper [10] . 1 In the analysis, P 
Lemma 1:
We note that, in the proof of Lemma 1, r k,a , r k,b and r n k ,v are chosen as follows:
To get a bound on the supporting rate r 1 for destination d ∈ [1, K] using Lemma 1, let us apply Fourier-Motzkin elimination to the set of inequalities (7) 
. 2 The resultant inequalities of r 1 can be written as the following min-cut-like form
where the minimization is over all cuts S d considered in Theorem 1. Here, each cut S d corresponds to the combination of inequalities that results in an inequality of r 1 from FourierMotzkin elimination, i.e., the combination of inequalities consists of (7a) for k ∈ A S d , (7b) for k ∈ B S d , and (7c) for k ∈ C S d . Thus, we obtain the following sufficient condition for a supporting rate r 1 for all destinations.
Hence, an achievable rate R less than the right-hand side of (8) is obtained. By considering all joint distributions of (4), the achievability part of Theorem 1 is proved.
Consider a cut S d considered in Theorem 1. Before we go through the proof of the converse, let us first present two lemmas and a corollary.
Lemma 2: For k ∈ T , the following inequalities and equality hold.
Lemma 3: For k ∈ T , k ∈ B S d , and k ∈ C S d , the following inequalities hold, respectively.
The proofs of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 are in the full version of this paper [10] . From the definition of sets A S d , B S d , and C S d , the following corollary of Lemma 3 is obtained.
Corollary 1: For k ∈ S d , the following inequality holds.
Here ψ(k) denotes the following:
Using Corollary 1 recursively for all k ∈ S d starting from k = 1, the following inequality is obtained from the facts that k at the boundary of S d is included in A S d and that
Now, we are ready to prove the converse. We have
for any ϵ > 0 where (a) is due to Fano's inequaility, (b) is from Lemma 2, and (c) is obtained from (9) .
Let Q denote a time-sharing random variable uniformly distributed over [1, n] that is independent of all the other variables. Define random variables (U
Hence, we get
Note that only the marginal distributions p (u k , x k , y n k ,ŷ n k )'s for k ∈ T are needed to evaluate the right-hand side of (10) . Thus, we do not lose optimality when we only consider the joint distribution of (4) . Since the definition ofŶ n k for k ∈ T depends on D d 's for d ∈ [1, K] , the minimization over d ∈ [1, K] has to be outside the maximization over ∏ k∈T p(ŷ n k |u k , y n k ), which results in the upper bound (2) . The cardinality bound (3) for U k andŶ n k for k ∈ T can be obtained in a similar way as in [11] .
VI. CONCLUSION
We have generalized the capacity result of the class of tree networks characterized in [8] to multicast. We have characterized lower and upper bounds on the capacity of the class of multicast tree networks and have shown conditions on the tightness of the bounds. Our coding scheme uses a combination of DF and CF in every noisy relay in a way that the codebook constructions and relay operations are independent for each node, which is a key ingredient of our achievablity proof.
